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About This Game

The Walkers—the animal family of travellers well-known to all the fans of “Travel Mosaic” series—are preparing Animalville
for Christmas. The whole family decided to create a Christmas square where children and adults can have fun—where they can

enter the spirit of Christmas and maybe even believe in miracles again.
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But it turned out to be not as easy as the Walkers thought, so they have to do a lot and clean up the store shelves’ clutter to find
all the necessary equipment. Would you like to be one of Santa Claus’s elves for a while and help out? Then, join the Walkers!

“Shopping Clutter 2: Christmas Square” is an amazing, colorful brain-jogging game for players of all ages with festive images,
animation and music for entering the spirit of Christmas.

 Festive images, items, animation and music for entering the spirit of Christmas

 New level modes

 140 “clutter” puzzles and 20 additional puzzles

 Favorite characters and funny dialogues

 Colorful graphics and real challenges for all the fans of puzzles
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 Christmas tree, Santa Claus, elves and much more
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Title: Shopping Clutter 2: Christmas Square
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Jetdogs Studios
Publisher:
Jetdogs Studios
Release Date: 3 Dec, 2018
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on my momma dis game kinda quirky doe. This is indeed a nice arcade game. If realistic physics are your thing then this is not
your cup of tea, but if you just want to see a car drive fast and bounce, this just might be quite good for you. The only thing
really bothering me is the cheating AI, its cars seem to be able to teleport nearer to a checkpoint at will. If you can't program an
AI that can play a game this simple without cheats then perhaps you shouldn't be programming an AI.
I any case I do recommend this one for any arcade driving fan.. I personally really enjoyed the atmosphere of this game. The
backgrounds, the music, the predominantly green pallet.
Fitz the fox is a game based on jumping, landing, and eventually shooting skill. Makes for an all around good platformer for me.
I give it an 8/10, worth the money.. + Nice Places and Characters
+ Nice Background Music

- Quite Bad Translations (... and Font-Art)
- Very Flat Storyline without much Sense
- Bugged Scripts (Text keeps scrolling without Clicking)

Sadly this Game can't keep up with a lot of Titles that are even for free. It surely has nice basics, but it's not fulfilling at all.
They should have made it a little more interesting, with a deeper Storyline.

4 \/ 10. It can be funny if youre looking for basic arcade game like haxball, pong etc. to play with your friends at one computer.

Otherwise; I DO NOT RECOMMEND. Don't waste your money.
. Useless without the Achievement Showcase.
The game is not much fun to play either.
Not recommended for casual gamers or any other type of gamers.. that game is just awesome!. I like this game, but there are a
few problems with it for me.
First, it has terrible frame rate when outside, might be too many entities or somthing that i don't know about. (by the way, i have
a pretty good computer, it runs more complicated games better than the streets of this game)

Second, I found the controls a little funky, I tried to turn around but it didn't read me hitting the button, that happend both
indoors and out.

Those are the only two problems that I found with the game so far. And I hope not to find more.
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Really nice time management game. Good story and great graphics. Lots of fun if you ilke the genre.
I can highly recommend it.... A fun little adventure for learning basic math, and other school subjects. Great for kids, or to relax
and kill time.. Something similar to God Of War. Just that it isn't as good and graphics are poor. Up and down does not work, no
controllet support, really not very well made scroller.. CAAAAARLLLL
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